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1. INTRODUCTION

In this paper we study the total weighted tardiness criterion in permutation
flowshop scheduling problem with minimal time lags, where the objective is to find
a job sequence that minimizes the time lags. The problem is denoted as:

F2|θmini |
∑

WjTj (1)

Minimizing the total weighted tardiness is a difficult problem. Although John-
son’s theorem is applicable, it is necessary to consider only the schedules where
the sequence of jobs is the same on each machine. No constructive algorithm com-
parable to Johnson is known. Johnson procedure doesn’t find an optimal solutions
for the criterion.
The weighted tardiness can be obtained by an argument that follows the Johnson
rule. To properly define the total weighted tardiness criterion, let:

� A[i]: Jobs that are executed on the machine M1.

� B[i]: Jobs that are executed on the machine M2.

� Let X[i] the idle time before the operation B[i] on the second machine.

� Let

Y[j] =

j∑
i=1

A[i] −
j−1∑
i=1

B[i]. (2)

Then, the total weighted tardiness is:

TWT[1] = A[1] +B[1] = X[1] +B[1] (3)

TWT[2] = A[1] +B[1] = X[2] +B[2]. (4)

TWTj =

j∑
i=1

B[i] +

j∑
i=1

X[i] =

j∑
i=1

B[i] +max(Y1, Y2, . . . , Yj). (5)

In the environment of industrial and agricultural production as well as services,
Scheduling problems with time lags constraint is applicable. Several studies have
investigated the time lags constraint its application to solve various real problems.
Such as, [11] reports on two practical harvesting case studies where the context is
practiced minimum and maximum time lags on the commercial enterprises in Aus-
tralia and New Zealand. Then, [2] have used the harvesting of renewable resources
on the agricultural context for commercial enterprises and imposed minimum and
maximum time lags. Also, [4] studied minimum and maximum time separating
successive jobs and showed the importance of the problem in medical practice.
The optimization flowshop with time lags problems are in general difficult to solve.
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Several methods are used to find a satisfactory answer to these problems. Schedul-
ing problems are treated by optimization methods that consider the data of the
problem as constraints to meet and offer an optimal and feasible solution. The
optimality of the data is measured against criteria and objectives established by
the higher level of decision [12].
In the literature, many authors tried solving the permutation flowshop scheduling
problem with different constraints and for different criteria using a branch and
bound algorithm [23], [5], [22], [24], [25], [1]. But few studies deal with a flowshop
problem with time lags. The first research to solve the problem with time lags
for two machine flowshop and jobshop is given by [6]. Many authors [9], [16],
[14], [19], [18], [20], [21], [13], [15] and [17] used an exact methods for solving
this problem. Let consider the work of [9] in which the researchers aim to mini-
mize the makespan criterion for m machines with Branch and Bound algorithm.
[16] proposed a Branch and Bound algorithm to solve the permutation flowshop
scheduling problem with minimal time lags to minimize the total tardiness. Then,
[14] developed an upper and lower bounds for the problem with minimal time lags.
Also, other researches used the Mixed Integer Linear Programming to solve the
permutation flowshop scheduling problem with time lags. [18] used a mixed inte-
ger formulation for the flowshop with two batches processing machines and release
date to minimize the tardiness. [19] minimized the total tardiness for two ma-
chines by using the mixed integer programming. For [20], the goal is to minimize
the weighted tardiness and earliness criteria for the flowshop sequence dependent
groups scheduling problem by using the mixed integer linear programming. [21]
solved the makespan and maximum tardiness criteria for work force scheduling
with position dependent processing times based on mixed integer linear program-
ming. Then, [13] proposed a formulation for the permutation scheduling problem
with time lags for the total tardiness criterion. The same authors [15] proposed a
new mixed integer linear programming models to solve the problem with time lags
that emphasize an effective strategy for determining a lower bound for the total
earliness and tardiness criteria. [17] proposed a mixed integer linear programming
model for a two machine permutation flowshop scheduling problem with minimal
time lags, and the models to solve optimally on the instances up to 40 jobs.
The dynamic programming method is based on the Bellman’s principle, [3]. The
aim of this method is to find the optimal sequence of partial decisions. Consider-
ing the work of [10], they developed a Branch and Bound algorithm to solve the
permutation flowshop problem with m machines with minimal and maximal time
lag constraints. The objective of the study is to minimize a non-classical criterion
based on the weighted sum of machine completion times.

Moreover, [7] provided an efficient and effective model. to minimize the number
of tardy jobs and to minimize the makespan, the authors proposed mixed integer
mathematical programming formulation and other versions of simulated annealing
algorithm to solve the permutation flowshop scheduling problem with minimal and
maximal time lags. Then, [8] proposed two mathematical programming formula-
tions and a simulated annealing algorithm is developed to solve the permutation
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flowshop scheduling problem with sequence dependent setup times and time lags
constraints to minimise the number of tardy jobs.

2. BRANCH AND BOUND ALGORITHM

Among the exact methods for solving combinatorial optimization problems
and in particular scheduling problems, the process of separation and progressive
evaluation is the most used.
The corresponding general algorithm is given by Zribi, [26]:

- Divide the search space into sub-spaces (branches).

- Find an upper bound (lower) of an objective function on each sub-space
research.

- Eliminate ”The bad” subspace (according to the criteria to be optimized).

- Reproducing the preceding steps until getting the global optimum.

Considering the following example of the algorithm:
Step 1: (Initialization)
-Calculate an upper bound UB.
Step 2: (Isolation)
-Select the vertex (node) to separate and create his son.
Step 3 : (evaluation)
For all vertices S (already created) do:
-If S is a complete solution then
-Calculate its value for the optimization criterion (total weighted tardiness in the
case) and update UB.
-Otherwise calculate the lower bound LB.
-End If.
-End For.
Step 4 : (elimination)
-Eliminate all vertices as LB> UB.
Step 5: (Stopping criterion)
-If all vertices have been eliminated, then stop.
-Otherwise go to step 2.

3. DESCRIPTION OF THE STUDIED BOUND

Let consider the following notations:
Ck,i The completion time of the job sequenced on position i on the machine k
σs = σ1

s , σ
2
s , . . . , σ

s
s The partial schedule until position s.

σs The set of unscheduled job until position s.
Ck, The completion time of the first job on machine k.
Ck,i The completion time of the job in position i in the partial schedule
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ˆCk,s The earliest starting time of the job sequenced on position 1 on the machine
k.

ˆCk,i The earliest completion time of the job sequenced on position i on the ma-
chine k for s+ 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
θminh,j The minimum time lags between machine h-1 and h for the job j.

θmin0,j = 0 is a dummy variable fixed at 0.
dj The due date of job j

Let:

rkk′,j =

{ ∑k
h=k′(ph,j + θminh,j ) if1 ≤ k′ ≤ k ≤ m∀j ∈ σs

0 otherwise
(6)

A graphical presentation of r is presented in Figure 1.
rkk′,j : The release date is equal to the summation of the minimum time lags be-
tween machine h-1 and h for the job j and the processing time of the job j in the
case that h including between k and k′ and let k = k′ in the case where.

Figure 1: r calculation

r
′k−1
k,j =

{ ∑k−1
h=k′(ph,j + θminh+1,j) if1 ≤ k′ ≤ k ≤ m∀j ∈ σs

0 otherwise
(7)

A graphical presentation of r′ is presented in Figure 2. In this case, let take the
release date between two different machines k′ and k. This release date can be
equal to zero.
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Figure 2: r′ calculation

It is found here that we have limited the range of r
′k
k′ on k-1 like criterion of

stoping.

r
′′k
k′,j =


∑k−1
h=k′(pk,j + θminh+1,j) if1 ≤ k′ ≤ k ≤ m∀j ∈ σs

pk,j ifk
′ = k

0 otherwise

(8)

A graphical presentation of r′′ is presented in Figure 3.
r
′′k
k′,j : Let add here the release date r′k′,j

k to the processing time of the machine k
on job j if k′ ≤ k and in the case of one machine (k′ = k), the release date will be
exactly the processing time of the machine k on job j.
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Figure 3: r′′ calculation

Let rkk′,[1], r
k
k′,[2], . . . , r

k
k′,[n−s], r

′k
k′,[1], r

′k
k′,[2], . . . , r

′k
k′,[n−s] and r

′′k
k′,[1], r

′′k
k′,[2], . . . , r

′′k
k′,[n−s]

are permutations,
that satisfies rkk′,[1] ≤ rkk′,[2] ≤ . . . ≤ rkk′,[n−s], r

′k
k′,[1] ≤ r

′k
k′,[2] ≤ . . . ≤ r

′k
k′,[n−s] and

r
′′k
k′,[1] ≤ r

′′k
k′,[2] ≤ . . . ≤ r

′′k
k′,[n−s] respectively ∀1 ≤ k′ ≤ k ≤ m.

In the same way, pk,[1], pk,[2], . . . pk,[n] is a permutation of processing times on
the machine k(1 ≤ k ≤ m) where pk,[1] ≤ pk,[2] ≤ . . . ≤ pk,[n].

Let:

ˆCk,s ≥ Ck′,s + r
′k
k′,[1], 1 ≤ k

′ ≤ k ≤ m (9)

The earliest starting time of the job sequenced on position s on the machine k will
be more or equal to the summation of the completion time of the job on machine
k′ in position i and the release date between the two machine k and k′(we can fall
in case where k = k′).
Then:

ˆCk,s = max
1≤k′≤k

Ck′,s + r
′k
k′,[1], 1 ≤ k ≤ m (10)

This earliest starting time is a lower bound of the starting time on machine k.
Let also:

ˆCk,s ≥ ˆCk,s +

i−s∑
j=1

pk,[j], 1 ≤ k ≤ m, s+ 1 ≤ i ≤ n (11)

Let us introduce now the earliest starting time of the job sequenced on position
i on machine k′ and the release date.

ˆCk,s ≥ ˆCk′,s + rkk′+1,[1], 2 ≤ k
′ ≤ k ≤ m, s+ 1 ≤ i ≤ n (12)
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Let integrate the new release date r
′′k
k′,j (already defines) in the new equation and

we obtained:

ˆCk,s ≥ ˆCk′,s + r
′′k
k′,[1], 2 ≤ k

′ ≤ k ≤ m, s+ 1 ≤ i ≤ n (13)

Then:

Ĉ1,i ≥ ˆC1,s +

i−s∑
j=1

p1,[j], s+ 1 ≤ i ≤ n (14)

ˆCk,i = max
2≤k′≤k

ˆCk,s +

i−s∑
j=1

pk,[j], ˆCk′,i + rkk′+1,[1],
ˆCk′,i−1 + r

′′k
k′,[1]2 ≤ k ≤ m and s+1 ≤ i ≤ n

(15)

is a lower bound of completion time of the job in position i on machine k.
And

LB =
∑
j∈σ

Cm,j + max
k=1,...,m

n∑
i=s+1

ˆCk,i +
∑
j∈σ

rmk+1,j (16)

is a lower bound of total completion time.
Let:

Ti,j : Total tardiness that equal to the difference between the earliest completion
time of the job sequenced on position i on the machine m and the due date of job j.

A lower bound of weighted tardiness can be obtained by solving the following
assignment problem:

min

n∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

wjTi,jxij (17)

subject to:

n∑
j=1

xi,ji = 1, 2, . . . , n (18)

n∑
i=1

xi,ji = 1, 2, . . . , n (19)

xi,j ∈ (0, 1) (20)

xi,j =

{
1 if the job j is assigned to position i
0 otherwise

(21)
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4. COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIMENTS

The proposed Branch and Bound algorithm was coded in C + +. That is why
all these experiments were performed on a Windows XP computer and also on a
personal computer with Intel Pentium IV, 3.2 GHz and 512 MB of memory. This
study aims to evaluate the performance of this algorithm for optimization, 560
problems instances for this work were generated.

To appreciate the importance of the Branch and Bound algorithm, we take
the research experiments on a number of issues generated arbitrarily and divided
into 29 classes according to the value of (m, n). For each class, 20 instances were
generated.

For the case of this study, there are four scenarios of due dates, each of them
has been generated in the range [1, 99] with [P (1-T-R/2), P (1-T+R/2)], where T
and R are the tardiness factor and P is the value of lower bound on the makespan
for the permutation flowshop scheduling problem [23], [24] .

So let consider:

P = max
1≤k≤m

n∑
i=1

Pk,i +min

m∑
q=1

Pq,i +min

m∑
q=k+1

Pq,i,max
i

m∑
k=1

Pk,i (22)

The four scenarios of due dates are presented following the value of T and R:
Scenario 1: T=0.2 and R=0.6
Scenario 2: T=0.2 and R=1.2
Scenario 3: T=0.4 and R=0.6
Scenario 4: T=0.4 and R=1.2

It is also important to note that the maximal and minimal time lags are ran-
domly drawn in [0,300] and [0,200] respectively [9].
Table 1, Table 2, Table 3 and Table 4 show the experimental results which co-
incides with Scenario 1, Scenario 2, Scenario 3, and Scenario 4, respectively, to
minimize the total weighted tardiness.

Based on the first scenario (table 1), we note that up to 14*2, of these instances
are solved optimally and without interruption. Note that the instances 10*2, 10*3,
10*4, 10*5 and 10*7 are solved in less than one second. Also, some instances have
not been solved in some classes such as (14*3, 16*2, and especially 20*5). We say
that for the same number of jobs in progress, when there is an increase in number
of machines, the average number of nodes Increases quickly.
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Table 1: Computational results according to scenario 1 for minimizing the total
weighted tardiness.

Instances NN Nnmax T Tmax Up
10*2 11528,35 27248,5 0,12 0,37 0
10*3 23645,25 41439,95 0,21 0,51 0
10*4 19219,25 25909,45 0,22 0,42 0
10*5 10198,85 16223,25 0,18 0,36 0
10*7 23656,25 35045,1 0,33 0,59 0
10*10 32418,3 50684,7 0,59 1,05 0
12*2 312830,4 1040016,4 5,14 22,07 0
12*3 396005,6 694489,25 8,30 17,38 0
12*4 580231,95 1717267,4 9,01 37,83 0
12*5 266249,6 410014 6,72 12 0
12*7 1730685,75 2288974,95 30,76 45,84 0
12*10 1368502,05 1789957,5 31,85 48,79 0
14*2 3110547,25 14735840,2 68,95 435,58 0
14*3 7737527 17283171,2 355,03 931,91 2
14*4 11246053,5 22082604,1 299,96 721,67 0
14*5 24600808,6 55778842 640,14 1135,77 0
14*7 22317283 82767341 702,19 1210,92 2
14*10 19226259,5 32778099,2 837,24 1815,17 0
16*2 15622155,8 66014936,4 871,63 2999,83 6
16*3 17702616,8 46821665 1411,86 3382,79 8
16*4 21842248,9 27744732,8 1857,12 4162,38 10
18*2 7176075,09 10045034,6 1877,19 2952,65 6
18*3 8432190,89 19084321 1920,62 3001,82 8
18*4 89102837,7 90273645 2100,02 3200,72 10
18*5 99910283,5 100293740 2709,91 2909,92 12
20*2 20334305 28325395,3 1411,37 2235,73 10
20*3 87125632 92615234 1501,19 2100,19 11
20*4 5521486,95 9054885,7 905,47 2340,12 14
20*5 31639598,1 122382556 1816,23 2884,24 17
Mean 17152520 29179976,3 737,23 1331,33

From Table 2, we marked that there is a significant decrease in unsolved in-
stances compared to the first scenario. This leads to a very effective improvement
over the first one. This scenario is considered the most efficient compared to all
other. For this Scenario, we have also some unsolved node (but not much), espe-
cially 20*3, 20*4 and 20*5.
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Table 2: Computational results according to scenario 2 for minimizing the total
weighted tardiness.

Instances NN Nnmax T Tmax Up
10*2 12278,05 29345,6 0,13 0,39 0
10*3 25212,15 43003,42 0,22 0,52 0
10*4 200189,15 27309,55 0,23 0,44 0
10*5 11293,05 17123,15 0,19 0,37 0
10*7 24512,35 36144,1 0,34 0,60 0
10*10 34219,5 52619,7 0,57 1,05 0
12*2 322910,4 1211512,4 4,46 18,96 0
12*3 415211,6 715213,15 6,97 14,47 0
12*4 597145,05 1772510,24 7,51 31,55 0
12*5 283101,16 432192 5,40 9,95 0
12*7 1752210,05 2301110,95 27,61 40,42 0
12*10 1382701,25 1810101,25 28,72 42,40 0
14*2 3142016,25 14772510,5 65,15 423,72 0
14*3 7742601 17301201,3 366,52 1000,70 2
14*4 11293153,5 22120002,1 314,86 759,93 0
14*5 2469234,2 55792135 471,14 1158,79 2
14*7 22345101 82915090 712,12 1232,96 2
14*10 19242279,3 32792123,3 822,79 1770 3
16*2 15645210,2 66052102,1 854,01 294,17 7
16*3 17737910,3 46872901 1382,13 3293,10 9
16*4 21873168,2 27762012,5 1840,12 4104,68 11
18*2 7199101,29 10102291,2 1867,00 2960,62 7
18*3 8475002,39 19094112 1962,63 3010,86 8
18*4 89129910,2 90299123 1995,02 3210,12 9
18*5 99947310,3 101342432 2729,96 2919,54 12
20*2 20352765 28373821,3 1399,08 2217,30 8
20*3 87155987 92643432 1471,17 2010,98 10
20*4 5581382,15 9102662,17 884,54 2304,06 12
20*5 31682652,3 143901237 1793,4 2841,75 17
Mean 16416405,8 29989219,9 724,62 1230,15

Table 3 shows that, in terms of average of resolved nodes, the results in scenario
3 can be classified between the two first scenarios. Moreover, the large number
of unresolved nodes belongs to 20*2 and 20*3 classes. In short, this improvement
shows the importance of the values of two variables T and R.
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Table 3: Computational results according to scenario 3 for minimizing the total
weighted tardiness.

Instances NN Nnmax T Tmax Up
10*2 13562,86 31009,2 0,2 0,6 0
10*3 28692,02 45215,62 0,34 0,79 0
10*4 210941,87 30156,43 0,36 0,66 0
10*5 11487,12 19254,29 0,29 0,51 0
10*7 28136,64 39122,4 0,05 0,11 0
10*10 37479,3 55139,2 0,73 1,3 0
12*2 32963,8 1305859,3 6,09 23,36 0
12*3 427381,2 731299,49 9,18 18,34 0
12*4 619256,93 1854632,51 10,22 39,55 0
12*5 292204,52 441150 7,29 13,24 0
12*7 1836219,28 2399548,75 31,69 537,62 0
12*10 1429556,69 1915648,53 33,19 49,81 0
14*2 3229751,39 15234167,1 70,43 437,72 0
14*3 7891243 18125884,4 357,07 934,68 2
14*4 11654302,4 22348762,3 309,32 732,27 0
14*5 2473594,58 5632419 461,8 1138,72 0
14*7 22418769 83006714 712,18 1214,93 2
14*10 19338514,8 32814652,3 511,42 1803,33 0
16*2 15725360,4 66112873,8 873,64 3015,05 5
16*3 17842168,3 46954321 1411,14 3397,77 7
16*4 21991018,5 27882941,2 1860,25 4174,08 9
18*2 7225614,37 10187331,5 1867,18 2942,76 8
18*3 8586047,11 19125876 1928,53 3011,3 10
18*4 891982535 90334521 2120,63 3210,75 12
18*5 99947310,3 101342432 2716,99 2929,93 13
20*2 20416729 28421530,8 1413,89 2244,85 8
20*3 87283951 92720562 1510,34 2121,92 9
20*4 5675412,39 9178699,31 907,54 2350,7 10
20*5 31745832,3 143987022 1819,74 2894,16 14
Mean 44151587,4 28354439,5 722,48 1353,13

The last scenario (Table 4) is considered the worst among these four scenarios
in terms of average of resolved nodes. We have 134 instances that are unresolved.
The most important part of unresolved problem is concentrated in the instances
18*3, 18*4, 18*5, 20*3, 20*4, 20*5.
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Table 4: Computational results according to scenario 4 for minimizing the total
weighted tardiness.

Instances NN Nnmax T Tmax Up
10*2 16219,21 33654,9 0,20 0,65 0
10*3 31084,67 47962,94 0,36 0,85 0
10*4 223699,81 33251,25 0,39 0,69 0
10*5 13670,68 21056,42 0,31 0,62 0
10*7 30159,38 425871 0,07 0,22 0
10*10 39952,1 57926,7 0,75 1,91 0
12*2 34753,9 1415328,6 7,19 24,33 0
12*3 433921,3 744123,55 11,18 20,33 0
12*4 627361,05 1975126,31 13,23 43,58 0
12*5 305986,12 462572 9,32 17,23 0
12*7 1836219,28 2399548,75 39,77 547,66 0
12*10 1516816,23 1999248,62 36,12 52,21 0
14*2 3301541,57 15362189,4 72,43 445,03 0
14*3 832179 18189357,2 367,72 944,32 3
14*4 11796252,1 22439246,3 319,15 743,65 0
14*5 2503958,63 5688912 473,80 1149,95 0
14*7 22524783 83623148 723,88 1232,93 3
14*10 19467231,4 33521689,1 833,32 1824,39 0
16*2 1639217,91 66325004,1 879,69 3030,18 7
16*3 17922546,1 45001236 1421,16 3409,73 9
16*4 22015368,2 27902154,6 1872,20 4185,14 10
18*2 7275411,23 10212367,6 1873,18 2963,12 9
18*3 8625761,53 19295326 1947,10 3032,34 12
18*4 89203498,9 9085642 2142,65 3230,71 13
18*5 10025697,3 104772432 2728,55 2938,97 15
20*2 20552713 28507961,6 1432,97 2256,54 9
20*3 87310255 92779213 1535,51 2220,92 10
20*4 5711326,39 9231457,1 928,55 2359,78 16
20*5 31825694,1 14436587 1844,72 2920,77 18
Mean 12677354,5 21241020,5 741,92 1365,48

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we used several specific characteristics of the permutation flow-
shop scheduling problem with time lags to obtain the lower bounds of the total
weighted tardiness criterion. Then, a Branch and Bound algorithm was developed.
The computational experiments show that the proposed algorithms can be a test
for these problems with multiple jobs related to the total weighted tardiness objec-
tive and we can find the objective. However, for some problems, the results of the
total weighted tardiness version are just motivating. Generally, we can use this
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algorithm of Branch and Bound for the problems of large sizes. For future work,
to improve the algorithm, the development of efficient heuristics are suggested to
solve a large number of nodes.
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